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Hey guys! Introducing the new 30-day challenge for July! #JourneytoSplits. I'm going to teach you to get on the other side in just a month. This will be a very rewarding journey, however, you will have to show me that you are dedicated. Increasing flexibility at this level takes time. A little bit every day. You'll
have to stretch for at least 10 min a day if you're serious about getting into splits in 1 month. But let me assure you right now that this feat is not impossible! Let's get excited because we're going to get there together:) DECISION, HERE TO BE FOCUSED: 1. First I want to know that you are in! Post this
illustration to Instagram and make sure you have the hashtag #JourneytoSplits and #Blogilates. Follow @blogilates and @poppilatesofficial! 2. Stick to 30 days. Don't skip a single day. Promise? That's how you're going to break up. Every day I want to post a picture of the day pose as a sign that you have
made your stretches. Hashtag #JourneytoSplits and #Blogilates. 3. Ok, but here's the challenge this month is different from Project Stretch. Every day I'll need you to make stretches 1-5, stretches fundamental. You can't skip them. So in the first 5 days, you do the first 5 stretches! Then, starting day 6,
you'll just add a move on. So on day 6, you'll make 1-5 and 6. On day 30, you'll make it 1-5 and 30. Do you get it? So you'll make 6 moves a day starting day 6. 4. How long to hold? I want you to hold each stretch for about 30 sec to 1 min on each side. Totally, every day you should spend around 10 min.
stretching. yes, that's dedication! But just like the way I felt when I got into the headstand for the first time, it was PURE BLISS. You will feel so happy, accomplished, and only VICTORIOUS! Unlike losing weight or getting thinner thighs, your goal is not driven by fitting in skinny jeans, societal pressure or
vanity. It's really for you, no matter what anyone else thinks. There's freedom to know that. Need some new tools to get your motivation during the trip splits? Check out the latest collection from POPFLEX! Written by Gabrielle Kassel - Updated on April 18, 2019PrepWeek-by-week progressResultsShare
on PinterestDoyou know that the woman who really gets ass to grass when she squats? Or what about the person you saw in yoga class who's so bent that she should have a position renamed in her honor? I'm not one of those women. I'm the exact opposite of flexible. I can't touch my feet, breaking
parallel when I squat requires some real tLC hip, and more than one CrossFit coach told me my lack of mobility and flexibility is keeping me from getting better, faster. So, in the name of athleticism and improved mobility, I challenged myself (or, more taught my tight hamstrings and hip flexors) to a 30-day
split challenge. In the past, I've tried a 30-day squat challenge, so I knew that if I really wanted to make a long-lasting difference, consistency was key. The moon started with a lot of Could a monthlong foray with my yoga carpet, some stretching, and 10 to 15 minutes a day help reverse the effects of my
all-day routine work? Would that work, even for my yoga-antithetical self? Thirty days later, my hips stopped snap-crackle-popping every time I sit down. My knees stopped cracking like bubble wrap during squat-focused workouts, and my lower back feels less rubbery in the middle of my workday. My
posture has changed too, at least according to my friend at the gym, who suspiciously looked me up and down and told me, You're looking taller today, GK. As for whether or not i can ease in a split as graceful lyse as you see on Instagram, keep reading to find out. I train power, run, and do CrossFit
regularly. I also try to take a yoga class at least twice a month, so I have a pretty good idea of what my body can and can't do. But when I got to my go-to fitness expert, physiotherapist Grayson Wickham, DPT, CSCS, founder of the Truth Movement, he made it clear that there is a right way and a wrong
way to go about a challenge like this. That's a great idea, but you have to make sure you don't do much anytime soon, he says. Think about your muscles, would be rubber bands that are naturally elastic in nature. If you stretch them too long before they're ready, they can break or get hurt. My rule no. The
last thing I wanted was to hurt myself. Wickham also warns, the way you're going to split nails and gain flexibility and mobility is practical. He compared it to my squat back: It took you 18 months to grow back squatting 30 pounds, this change won't come overnight. Or even a week. It'll probably take a few
months of regular stretching to get you there. But 30 days is enough to see some progress, he says. Sure, maybe he was trying to help me temper my expectations. But as a former college athlete and current CrossFit competitor, I took it as a challenge. I'll get a split, I told myself that I Googled online
plans that would help me conquer my goals and awaken my bendy self. The Fact That The Blogilates 30 Days &amp; 30 Stretching to Splits Project has a community-based approach (through #JourneytoSplits and #Blogilates on Instagram) was certainly a positive thing for someone like me with a history
of team sports and CrossFit, who is known for his Fit Fam vibe. But before printing the program, I called the yoga instructor and mobility coach Alexandra Sheppard, CF-L1, 200hr Yoga Cert, to get her opinions. To be able to make a tear, you need to have flexible hamstrings, hip flexors, and other small
muscles in your legs, she says. In day during the challenge you have to do stretches numbered from 1 to 5 (out of 30), stretching fundamentals. Then, on day 6, you will do 1 to 5 and 6, and on day 18, you will do 1 to 5 and 18, and so on and so on, taking each stretch for one minute and stretching for a
total of 10 minutes a day. Sheppard Sheppard that variety stretching in this 30-day challenge was a real positive because each stretch would help target all these little muscles. Once I settled on the plan, I printed it out and set daily reminders for 2 p.m. I work from home and I thought a stretch lunch
session would be a nice break from my work. I was ready to embark on my journey to a future slowe and flexy. Week one: I realized how inflexible I am: 10 minutes a dayYou'll say the ad: You never know how brave you are until you face adversity. Well, I didn't know how inflexible I was until I was
confronted with some movements that require flexibility. Oof.First day, my alarm bleeped with the same song I use to wake up in the morning. This alarmed (pun intended) me so much, that I jumped off my chair and hung my kneecaps in my office. I immediately changed my ring reminder for the rest of the
month to one that is much calmer (a Bon Iver song, if you need to know). Then I lit my favorite candle, wrapped off my jeans and pulled on a pair of wear-over leggings, migrated to the giant carpet (which is so plush, it's essentially a giant yoga matt) on the other side of my bedroom/office/den mobility, and
asked on my inner yogi. For the next 10 minutes, I bent, folded, pulled, and lengthened my body into my body positions was definitely not used to. I held every position for a minute, so was trained - that felt, really, like the longest minute of my life. By the end of the 10 minutes, my hips felt a little looser, but
those minutes weren't easy. The rest of the first week was quite similar: Every day at 2 p.m., I interspersed my routine working on the computer and caffeine accidents with split stretching. Wickham says that in particular, in the first week, I should be careful to feel my body during stretching. If you ever feel
a feeling of pinching or discomfort, get out of the stretch and try to slowly turn into it, he recommends. Sometimes that helps make her feel better. If it still hurts, try to change the angle a little. And if you ever feel a sharp pain or tingling, stop. In the first week I had to do a lot of readjustment. But by the end
of the week, my body felt more comfortable entering and holding each position for 60 seconds. Week two: I took it a stretch at a timeTime: 15 minutes (5 minutes warmup + 10 minutes challenge) per dayThe first week, I did my best not to push too hard while I was stretching. But given how upset I was, I
was worried that something had happened. Keeping my promise not to hurt me, I called Sheppard to check in. You must have stretched too much, she says when I explained to them that my hips felt and my hamstrings were at an I-just-deadlifted level of pain. You push your body to the limits of what it's
used to doing when you lie down. Stretch tip: Just like when you train power, you're creating small tears in your muscle fibers when you stretch deeply, which is why you're sore, says Sheppard. Warm up with simple stretches touching your toes before addressing the most complicated. She said because I
didn't feel any sharp pain, it was probably no big deal, but that if I was worried (and I was!), I should spend an extra few minutes warming up with even simpler stretches before I got into some of the most complicated of the calendar. So I added a 5-minute warm-up to my routine, increasing it to 15
minutes. And it helped me. I was less sore from stretching itself during that second week, and I was starting to see some incremental improvements in how deep I could get into my lunges and folds. Week Three: I missed a day and felt itTime: 15 minutes (5 minutes warmup +10 minutes challenge) per
dayThe Challenge day says, Stick to 30 days. Don't skip a single day. Promise? That's how you're going to break up. Well, on day 23, I was fooling around. Between deadlines, snoosed 2 p.m. notifications, and a trip to pick up my sister, who was visiting from the airport, my 15-minute stretch went to the
bottom of my to do the list, and then I skipped it completely. And frankly, on day 24, I understood why the creator, Ctermsyy Ho, was so insistent on consistency: These stretches felt so much harder after a day off - especially long. I spent almost 18 minutes stretching that day, which helped shake off
some tightness from not stretching the day before. I went back to my scheduled appointment for the rest of the week. Week four: I stretched out more and felt strongTime: 25 minutes: 15 minutes (5 minutes warm-up + 10 minutes challenge) in the afternoon per day, plus 10 minutes after CrossFitScrolling
through the tag #JourneytoSplits made it clear that other challengers were much closer to getting splits than We were! So with just a week left in my challenge, and still far enough from my ultimate goal of getting into a split, I've become a little impatient. I decided to add a second match stretching to my
routine, postworkout. Stretching after a workout will help you open your muscles a little deeper, because they're very warm from the work you just did, Says Sheppard. With three days left in the challenge, I hit a squat PR back during CrossFit. This success was probably not a coincidence. Tight hips =
weaker prey. One study found that when athletes with tight squat hips, a chain reaction occurred and decreased muscle activation in both hip flexors and extensors (think: prey). Maybe opening my hips for those extra minutes of a few minutes a day helped me increase muscle activation in my prey, which



led to me squatting more weight. I'll thank my recently weakened hips for my magically stronger back. * Hands prayer * thank you, Blogilates.I'm not one to say things have merit when Not. But after sticking to the plan for a few weeks, I noticed a legit difference! And one everywhere. Walking around my
apartment, I sounded less like the broken wind bell at a haunted house. My hips felt less agitated and more open during both my day's work as I sat down and and CrossFit, where I squatted regularly. While you might not circle back to the top of the calendar and redo the split challenge, there are plenty I
learned about dedicating a little time to stretching every day and the art of patience. But the biggest thing I learned was how much it affects a practice dedicated to mobility, well, everything! My posture, my performance during CrossFit (as I said, back squatpr!), my level of pain and pain, and even how
difficult it is to lean over and pick up something, would be a hairbrush, on the ground. Of course, it was only 30 days, so no, I didn't get nails that split and my flexibility is still far from winning the good label. But I can't help but wonder how much my flexibility will continue to improve if I add in stretching from
challenge to my postworkout routine. Should you? Whether or not you should do a 30-day split challenge depends on your goals. The possibility of making a split is a very specific goal, says Sheppard. I know people who can't make a split, but who have good enough mobility and flexibility to move well,
and live without injuries. But having flexible hamstrings and mobile hip joints no more than determine how bendy you are. As Sheppard rightly brings up: The benefits you get from being flexible can help improve shape, range of motion, performance, and prevent the risk of back-related injuries. I spent two
and a half decades tightening those hips, of course, it would take more than 30 days to loosen them! But everything is not lost, even though I haven't made complete splits – my flexibility is still better than it was, I've seen real improvements in my fitness performance, and I feel like a much better rounded
athlete than I did 30 days ago. And I told you I could finally touch my feet? Gabrielle Kassel is a rugby-game, mud-running, protein-smoothie-mixing, table-prepping, CrossFitting, New York-based wellness writer. She became a morning person, tried the Whole30 challenge, and ate, drank, brushed with,
rubbed with, and bathed with charcoal - all in the name of journalism. In her spare time, she can be found reading self-help books, bench-pressing, or practicing hygge. Follow her on Instagram. Instagram.
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